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Management functions have been added to a type of fast track switches to enable better cable assembly and
performance.
The Ethernet-based switching technology from HARTING – Fast Track Switching – has now become even more
versatile due to a new range of management functions.
These management functions offer determinism and availability combined with redundancy, reliability, diagnosis, to
name a few.
Those frames that are particularly important for the user in the specific application are recognised by the fast track
switching method which prioritises and accelerate them.
According to HARTING, the cable assembly of the switch for the identification characteristics within these frames is
also easy to perform.
The switch recognises important frames which it then accelerates by the cut through method, allowing them to
overtake other frames blocking their path.
Important data, as a result, always reaches the destination on time, regardless of the remaining network load.
The devices offer all the functions expected from a modern switch as they are fully managed switches. The can
provide redundancy capabilities as well as VLAN and DHCP capabilities.
Three new members have been added to the Fast Track Switching product family including: Ha-VIS FTS 3100-A, the
Ha-VIS FTS 3082-ASFP, and the Ha-VIS FTS 3060-A.
A very wide range of applications can be implemented with completely new possibilities due to the combination of Fast
Track Switching technology and extensive management functions.

Cable Assembly Providers
Hunter Cable Assembly has 30 years experience of providing cable assembly services, and they use many of the
HARTING products.
Hunter Cable Assembly is also NQA certified, and has been assessed and registered against the provisions of BS EN
ISO 9001: 200.
Their certificate relates to their ability to manufacture cable assemblies, sub assembles, instruments and box builds, to
customer specification.
In addition to cable assemblies, Hunter Cable Assembly also provides overmoulded cable assemblies, Triaxial cable
assemblies, Waterproof and Military cable solutions as well as a lot more.
Visit www.hcal.co.uk for more information and to discuss your requirements in more detail.
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